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San Carlos Commuter Shuttle

Commuting just got a little easier in San Carlos as the city unveiled their new (and
free!) Commuter shuttle. While the shuttle is not on rails itself, its convenient route
transports passengers from the Caltrain station to a number of local businesses. We
fortunately had the opportunity to participate by designing and wrapping the shuttle in
custom graphics. The design included an array of vehicle graphics media - full wrap
panels, cut vinyl lettering, and perforated window vinyl.

Signature Art Champions RV
Art, sport and patriotism have come together in an unexpected way - a vinylwrapped RV! Signature Art's new endeavor involves a painting, four famous, retired
MLB players, and a cross-country road trip to raise money for veterans and their
families. But before they hit the road they needed to freshen up their wheels - and
that's where we entered the picture. Wrapping a large vehicle always presents its
own set of challenges - but the corrugated aluminum of a 'retro' RV was something
else. However, our experienced and talented install team did a fantastic job and the
final wrap looked beautiful. A true work of art!

KLM Pop Up
For two weeks in October, KLM Royal Dutch Airline touched down in downtown
San Francisco to host a pop-up shop. We jumped on board to support LAbased producer Pen&Public and BBDO graphically furbish the temporary
space. Large printed mural photos, wall decals, double-sided window graphics,
banners and framed posters were all on the docket and the turnaround was
'sprinting-through-the-terminal' tight. It all came together in the end, and looked
fantastic!

Can we help you reach a destination, decorate an event, graphically market your
new product or catch customers eyes at the point-of sale? If so, feel free to give us
a call at 650.596.3444 to speak with one of our specialists, email us at
info@speedprosfbay.com or learn more on our web site.
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